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Students Choose Finalists
In King, Queen Contests
Approximately 1,500 students cast their preferential
ballots for Key royalty in elections held Wednesday, Nov.
17, in the Rec Hall. The final
judging will be done by secret
judges whose names have not yet
been disclosed. The winners will
not be announced until the 1955
Key is distributed in the spring,
according to Pat Vietmeier, Key
editor.
Finalists in a close race for Key
Queen are: Hildy Heinrich, Kohl
Hall; Margarita Keller, Delta
Gamma; Marilyn Kvans, Kappa
Delta; Mitzi Kohring, Alpha Xi
Delta; Marilyn Sawyer, Gamma
Phi Beta, and Sally MrClemcnts,
Shatzel Hall.
Six King Finalists
Key King finalists are: Fred
Hansen.
Delta
Upsilon;
Dick
Humphrey, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Bob Davidson, Sigma Nu; Dan
Wawrzyniak, Thcta Chi; Darrell
Askey, Kappa Sigma; and Bob
Darling, Men's Independent Society.
The number of voters in this
election, compared to last years
turnout of 1,100, shews a definite
rise in upperclass interest in elections, according to Ethel McMillan, chairman of Student Senate
Elections Committee.
WMI Polnl Judg.d
Candidates in last year's election were presented at the "Keys
to the Krown" dance, sponsored
by the Social-Sub Committee, previous to the election. Queen
Thora Tait, was chosen by the
staff of the West Point yearbook, The Howitzer. Key King,
James I,add. was elected by the
staff of Smith College's yearbook,
The Hamper.
Chairmen
of sub-committees
for freshman and Key elections
were: Nancy Ford, dorm announcements; Carol I.ee, petitions; Sharon Wills, publicity;
Sam Martin, ballots; and Robert
Merchant, in charge of the public
address system for the convention in the Rec Hall.

Schmeltz Reveals
Ac Fee Distribution
Students often ask where their
activity card fees go when they
pay out $15 for the Ac cards
each
semester.
William
F.
Schmeltz, chairman of the University Activity Fees Committee, has
announced the distribution of
this year's fees.
S78.000 Allocated
Approximately $78,000 has been
allocated among nine different
activities. For art exhibits there
is $346 provided. The Artist Series program receives $7,725 to
supplement the money collected
through the sale of tickets.
The Athletic Activities Committee receives $32,395 to help
with the cost of athletic programs.
The Student Publications Committee has $19,335 to finance the
B-G News, the Key, and Eyas,
campus literary magazine.
Muiic R.ceiT. S5.420
The Music Committee receives
about $5,450 to be spent on the
marching band, symphonic concert band, University orchestra,
A Cappella Choir, Treble Clef,
Men's Glee Club, and the University Community Choral Society.
The Religious Activities Committee
had $500 to spend primarily on
Religious Emphasis Week.
The Social Committee has $6,450 to use in various functions
such as helping to finance the
Homecoming dance and the
University Anniversary Prom. The
Speech Activities Committee receives $6,175 to handle radio, debate and drama expenses. Student Senate is allocated some
$625 to run its organization.
The Activity Fees Distribution
Committee is composed of: Chairman Schmeltz; Dr. Donald W.
Bowman, professor of physics;
Stuart R. Givens, coordinator of
student activities; and Harry Mathias, associate professor of mathemetics. Student members are:
Roger Kasten, Robert Fitch and
Harry Levy. Lloyd A._ Helms, professor of economics, is liaison officer to the committee.
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Debaters Rate High
In Bradley Tourney
The
Bowling Green debate
team received a total rating which
ranked among the highest at the
tournament held by Bradley University Nov. 18, 19, and 20.
The debaters finished in the
top of 71 schools, winning six
and losing two. Fifty colleges and
universities from 10 states were
represented.
Taking the affirmative, Roger
Kasten and Ernest (Bud) Weckesser received the highest possible
rating as they won over North
Central, Illinois College, Northwestern Schools (Minn.), and the
University of Illinois.
Deloris Conley and Donald
Packard took the negative and
won over Iowa Central and Monmouth College, while losing to
Southern Illinois and Northern
Illinois.
Deloris Conley received superior
rating, the highest possible, to top
the 35 folk-tale tellers. She told
the "Story of Peer Gynt." Kasten
was in the top five and also received superior rating in folktale telling on the "Witchboy
nnd Barbara Allen."
Weckesser received an excellent rating in original oratory
with the topic "Frankenstein, So
What." a plea to ban the Olympic
games. James Conley was given
an excellent rating on his discussion of the topic "How Can the
American Education System Best
Meet the Needs oi Our Society!"
An excellent rating was also
garnered by Packard for his extemporaneous speaking on the debate topic "That the United
States Should Extend Diplomatic
Recognition to the Communist
Government of China."
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Honor Society
Initiates 25
Book nnd Motor, national scholarship honor society at Bowling
Green State University, initiated
26 new members Sunday, Nov.
20, in Studio B of the Practical
Arts Bldff.
Dr. R. S. McCordock's, professor
of history, was the featured speaker. Dr. McCordock addressed the
group on "The United Nations:
An Evaluation of Nine Year's
Work."
New members of Book and
Motor include: Robert Bickel,
Harry Buckingham, Bernard Bundy, Deloris Conley, Carol Doren,
Beverly Fulton, Donald Gossan.,
Brad (.reenherg, Janice Hall, Russell Hall, Frances Isch.
Diane Johnson, Marjorie Miars,
Sally Mnrnn, William O'Nan, Jim
Parker, Jack Siege!, Kay Snyder,
Jim Stockton, Marilyn Sutherland,
I.u Anne Thompson, Nancy Weatherston, Joan Wilson and Constance Wood.
Officers elected following the
initiation, for next year, were Andrew Ogg, president; Russell Hall,
vice-president; Brad (ireenberg,
secretary, and Dr. Walter A.
Zaugg, treasurer.
To be considered for Book and
Motor, a student must have a minimum 3.5 accumulative point average and have been enrolled at
Bowling Green for at least two
years.

Word Usage Expert To Speak,
Faculty Views Semantics Use
A well-known authority on
word-ways and human reaction
to language, Dr. S. I. Hayakawa,
is coming to the campus Dec. G
and 7. Dr. Hayakawa is a lecturer,
author, and speaker of semantics,
the study of word usage.
"Nearly all English composition
students at Bowling Green have
heard their instructors talk about
charged and slanted words, and
referential and attitudinal meaning," says Prof. Robert R. Hubach, of the English department.
"It is in this aspect of language
that Dr. Hayakawa is a specialist."
Prof. Hubach explains that
"everyone uses words every day
nearly everywhere we are—when
we recite, when we read, when we
study, and when we think; yet
few of us realize the importance
of words in determining the courses of our lives."
Along the same line. Dr. Melvin
Hyman, of the speech department,
chooses popular music as an exampie. He said at a summer conference on general semantics at St.
Louis a thesis on pop lyrics was
given which was based on "the
IFD disease."
IFD was termed as a triplethreat semantic disorder of Idealization (the making of impossibly
ideal demands on life), which
leads to Frustration (when Idealization demands are not met),
which in turn leads to Demoralization.
The creation of a dream girl or
dream boy is an idealization which
is found in the lyrics of records
found in juke-boxes throughout
the U.S. My Heart Is Aching for
You is an example of frustration
emphasized in these oft-repeated
records. The final stage is demoralization such as: I'll Never Laugh
Again, What Good Would it Do?
Since there is little hope for
improvement of the situation, the
current crop of records being as
germ-laden with IFD as ever, S.
I. Hayakawa recommends the
Negro blues because they assert
the will to live and are more
realistic.

Bob.n
Davldion

Students Tried, Fined
For Non-Registration
Five students were tried for
non-registration at the last session of Student Court. Ray Hartman, William Newnham, and Jim
Graham were fined $25 for
failure to register their automobiles. All of Newnham's fine,
and $24 of Graham's fine was
suspended.
Victor Young and Donald Carter were tried for non-registration
and were found not guilty.
Donald Lee was fined $3 for
driving on campus between the
hours of 7 a. m. and 5 p. m., and
Joan Schroeder was fined $1 for
illegal parking.
For the purpose of clarification
to the student, Student Court
stated that restricted parking
areas are not open parking areas
on week ends. However, students
are allowed to park in assigned
parking areas during week ends.

University Directory
On Sale In Well
Copies of the 1954-55 University
Directory arc now on sale in the
Nest and Well, and will continue
to be sold until at least the end
of the first week after vacation,
it was announced by John Newman, business manager. The cost
is 30 cents.
This year's issue was printed
by Earl's Office Supply. The
cover wns designed by Jack Kramer, a student in the art department. It consists of a wire extending from a telephone booth spelling out the word "directory."
The publication contains tho
addresses and telephone numbers
of all University administration,
faculty and staff members as well
as local and home addresses of
all students. Sixteen local advertisers have subscribed to the directory with a total of 40 ads. The
issue has 47 pages and is about
the same size as the 11)53-54 edition.

Official Schedule
For Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving vacation officially
boglns at 12 p.m. tomorrow, and
• ndi at 12 p.m. Monday. Nov. 29.
Dormt cloi. at 5 p.m. tomorrow,
and op.n at 2 p.m. Sunday. Nov.
21.
Tho Commons cloi.i al 1 p.m.
tomorrow, and opons at 7 a.m.
Monday. Nov. 21.
Tho Noil cloiot at 5 p.m. tomorrow, and opons at 4 p.m. Sun*
day. Nov. 21.
Tho Library cloooi al 5 p.m.
tomorrow, and opons at 8 a.m.
Monday. Nov. 29.

Staff Members Chosen
For 1955 Handbook
Staff members of the 1956
Freshman Handbook were appointed last week, Rrad Greenberg, editor, announced. The
first organizational meeting of the
staff will be held today at 3 p.m.
in 315A.
Eight students were named to
the staff, and four others will
serve in editorial positions. Stanley Richmond is assistant editor;
Patsy Smith, copy editor; Richard
Budd and Robert Smith, co-sports
editors.
Other staff members include
Robert Lauer, Shirley Halsey,
Anne Potoky, Carol Doren, Conette Nofzinger, Flo Shuler, Marlene Bergman, and Sheldon Rabb.
Work on the Handbook will begin shortly after Thanksgiving
vacation. Anticipated publication
date is April 1. The book is distributed to all freshmen and transfer students who will enter the
University in September, 1956.

By MARILYN CHAMBERLAIN

Then came the English songsters—such types as the "pure
but dull," the women who simply
must sing at a party (with a voice
which Miss Russell describes as
not having to be beautiful, but
must be loud), the music hall dam-

sel with her version of "I'm Only
a Faded Rose," and the folksong
singer.
While singing the folksong,
Miss Russell played an imaginary
harp,
which
practically
took
shape before your eyes. This accomplishment was due to agile
piano accompaniment by Eugene
Ranking, whose playing exactly
coincided with Miss Russell's on
the "Irish Harp."
During the next set, French
numbers, the lights went off. A
blue spotlight which was supposed
to come on never materialized,
and there was a moment or so of
darkness, till some gallant soul
managed to get another spotlight
on from the upper balcony.
After gaily waving to him, Miss
Russell retorted with, "I don't
mind singing in the dark. In fact
some songs are meant to be sung
in the dark."
The ad lib is indicative of Miss
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McDonald Cites Failure
Causes, Emphasizes Studies
"When you full down, pick yourself up and try harder
to succeed." This was emphasized by Pres. Ralph W. McDonald at Thursday's convocation in his speech, "Avoiding the
Pitfalls."
SpcakinK before this semester's second freshman assemblage! Dr. McDonald stated that the group has just passed one
milestone in their college careers
—midterm
examinations.
The
time has passed quickly, resulting in some disappointments
and frustrations, and requiring
$
many adjustments, but the most
difficult aspects, he remarked, are
yet to bo encountered. The student must determine what he is
going to accomplish, and then
More than $1,500 was realized steadily work toward that goal.
from tho first count of Campus
Citing last year's freshman
GhMt Drive contributions, ac- group as an example, Dr. McDonald pointed out that out of 1,002
cording to Robert Lauer nnd Jan
Crouch, general co-chairmen. Fin- entrants in September, 149 of
these students failed to complete
al tabulations will not be available
until late contributors report their first year of college work,
mainly due to unsatisfactory adtheir totals.
So far, eleven housing units justment upon their part
Still 139 others were dropped
have turned in 100 per cent dobecause of low grades, and 62
nations, nnd will receive a mamore
were readmitted to the Unihogany nnd silver plaque for their
efforts. These groups include Al- versity this year on scholastic probation. One hundred thirty-one
pha Chi Omega, Gamma Phi Beta,
Delta /.'la. Alpha Phi, Johnston additional members of the class,
Hull. Kappa Delta, Kappa Sigma, many due to financial reasons,
were unable to return.
Phi Delta Thetu, Phi Kappa Tau,
Phi Mu, Sigma Phi Epsilon, West
Frothman Highest Standing
Hall nnd Zeta Beta Tau.
Although this year's freshman
The Campus Chest Drive quota class has the highest academic
was reduced this year from $2 standing of any yet admitted to
to $1 per person, and an attempt the University, Dr. McDonald afwas made to cut out competition firmed that many, at the end of
between organized groups, and to the school year, will not have
had
eliminate "sugar-coating" the cam- accomplished what they
pus into donating funds to the wished.
Reasons for failure, in the
sponsored philanthropies. It has
been the opinion of the committee cases of some students, include
lack of ability or inadequate prethat the student attitude was more
sympathetic this year, and that paration for college, but the great
greater cooperation by all groups majority of those who fail do so
because of other reasons, Dr.
was shown.
McDonald said.
Moot Chollongo Of Clou*.
It is true that much is to be
Student Employment
learned outside of the classroom
and books, but Dr. McDonald asIncreases In October
"Student employment during serted that those who achieve
greatest leadership and success in
the month of October was higher community and business affairs
than any month last year," said are those who first met the chalRobert E. McKay, financial aid lenge of their classes. The downcounselor.
fall of some freshmen, as well as
As a result of this high employ- other college students, stems from
ment, there arc very few jobs |iri.ms uodn lueda own tfonui <><n
available for on-campus work.
(Continued to Pace 2)
However, the financial aid office
is trying to place students who
need work. The demand for offcampus work has been increasing
steadily in the last month with
such opportunities as domestic
work, outside odd jobs, and office
help, particularly stenographers.
The Bowling Green State University Interfratemity Council
will attempt to set a precedent
this coming spring when it plans
to play host to other Ohio universities in combined meetings of
Russell's sense of humor, She the interfratemity councils and
takes a serious art form and individual Greek organization representatives.
changes it to fun.
Invitations are being extended
Her analysis of Wagner's opera
Mid - American Conference
"The Ring of the Nibelungs" is to
members in Ohio to attend the
typical and one of her best acts.
It would be impossible to para- week-end conference and take
phrase or explain Miss Russell's part in discussions of individual
procedure in this "analysis." Let and collective problems faced by
Social hours are
it suffice to extract one statement fraternities.
which gives you the essence of planned, and a possible inter-uniher attitude. "That's the beauty versity sports event may be held.
Purposes of the proposed conof grand opera. You can do anyvention are to strengthen the rething—as long as you sing it."
Indispensable with her voice lations among Ohio universities
and the material written by her and attempt to be recognized
is that adjective-inspiring contor- through their combined efforts in
tionist face. A grimace, a look at such a manner that in the near
the audience, a President-of-the- future the term "Buckeye League"
women's-club smile, and a number will have as much significance,
of other such expressions were al- and rival such terms as the "Ivy
ways placed at just the right spot League."
The overall reason for the conto bring the laughs.
All in all—an entertaining ference will be to unify and
strengthen
the
interfratemity
evening, as long as you don't mind
system.
mild lampooning of "culture."

Campus Chest Drive
Realizes l,500
On First Tabulation

Russell Parodies Serious Music
Serious music can be funny—it
all depends on the presentation.
Miss Anna Russell poked a little
fun at this culture medium Sunday night in this year's third Artist Series presentation.
Her burlesques ran the gamut
from the British choir singer to
Wagnerian opera.
In the main, the first part of
her program was a demonstration
of national types. The first selections were taken on the German
Lieder (a "Night and Day" which
Cole Porter would disclaim as
his) and the German Beer Garden, slap-'em-on-the-back type.

>«omt**

Ohio Fraternities
Unite For Campus
Confab This Spring

In Our Opinion

UCF Urges Closer
Student, Faculty Tie

Court Stifles Greeks

Bus Strands Cadets
ROTC juniors were stranded
halfway between the Erie Ordnance Depot and Bowling Green
following a breakdown of the University bus,
Friday
afternoon.
They had completed a tour of
the depot as part of their instruction.

The Supreme Court recently upheld the right of the Dear Editor:
State University of New York to bar national fraternities
We, the Campus Affairs Comand sororities from its campus. The university ban, made by
mission of the United Christian
the board of trustees, threw some 20,000 students out of na- Fellowship, have discussed the extional Greek organizations.
isting distance between the stuThis university ruling was originally upheld by a three- dent body and the faculty. One Convocation
of
the conclusions we arrived at
man federal court, and the Supreme Court refused to even
(Continued from page 1)
is the importance of creating a
activities, working for .self-suphear the appeal brought by three national fraternities and closer
and friendlier relationship
port,
activities,
three national sororities, on the basis that no substantial between the students and faculty. athletics,extracurricular
visiting folks back home,
We have a few suggestions for a
Federal question was involved.
and
uimlcss
activities—laziness
In contending the ruling, these six groups claimed that greater spirit of cooperation while and loafing.
maintaining all due respect for
Many students
fuil
to
put
the ban was a denial of civil rights, freedom of speech, as- the faculty.
enough
time on
studies.
Dr.
sembly, and religion, and stated that it deprived them of due
McDonald suggested that a col1. The Nest—be more friendly
lege student should spend as much
process and equal protection of the laws. The Court previously and congenial.
time on each three-hour course
2. Greetings—On or off the
settled such federal questions in upholding a law which
as is spent on all subjects comcampus a friendly greeting will
abolished fraternities and all secret societies from the Uni- help to spread the good cheer.
bined by the average high-school
versity of Mississippi.
senior.
3. Social Functions—attend the
Inlolli.clual Effort N..d.d
The official opinion of the lower court claimed that it various collego activities and be
Lack of intellectual effort is
was within the powers of the board of trustees to decide that sure to invite and cultivate the
the fourth reason why some stu"social organizations, other than strictly local autonomous friendship of the faculty.
dents fail lo achieve success. Stu4. Office Hours—take advanones subject without question to local control by the univer- tage of the office hours as they dents reading their assignments
sity, are detrimental to the educational environment at units have been introduced for the stu- cannot grasp full meaning and
understanding unless they analyze
dent's benefit, and appointments
of the State University."
the material and think through
are not usually necessary.
Primary purpose of the ban was to abolish racial disthe facts.
This is the biggest
A better understanding and a
crimination at state institutions. The president of the board closer bond of mutual friendship single advancement a student can
in college.
stated that the immediate concern of the university was with our faculty will benefit not make
To avoid these pitfalls, Dr.
specific instances of racial and religious discrimination by only you but the University. Let McDonnld recommended that stuus all contribute to this cause,
Greek groups.
dents should put their studies bennd have Bowling Green State
Other fraternities and sororities in Eastern schools are University be known tho friendly fore all else; control their use of
lime; keep their minds on their
feeling the pinch of segregation or discrimination clauses campus.
work, both on lessons and class
The Campus Affairs
in their constitution and rituals which is the real motive bediscussions; improve reading nnd
Commission
writing ability; develop self-discihind the bans. Edicts have already been made by many colpline; and above all else, "He true
United Christian
leges and universities to remove those clauses by a certain
to yourself."
Fellowship
date or be thrown off the campus.
In numerous instances, the local chapter is too small a
Kinemats & Kadenzas
part of the national organization to bring about a change in
such clauses even if they wish to comply. Musically, it seems
that too much ballyhoo is being raised over apparent crusading efforts. Our concern is that the "wolf" cry might be
taken more seriously than is necessary at schools where no
real problem exists, and eventually deprive those schools
By SHELDON KADISH
of the core and vitality of their social activities through
A good deal of fine entertainment is on tap in this area
abolishment of Greek organizations.
during the next few weeks.
On the local movie scene, the best picture to be shown
Where's The Board?
will probably be "Martin Luther", which will open at the Lyric
Do we need a bulletin board or a weekly calendar in the Thursday and play for a full week.
Showing at the regular prices
Administration Bldg. to keep informed on campus activities?
the first time, this story of
Until recently, a bulletin board on the north side of the book- for
838 New Volumes
the religious reformation of the
store was used by students to post items of information, such sixteenth century stars British
Added To Library
actor Ninll MacGinnis and a truly
as rides home, lost and found articles, articles for sale, etc.
Approximately s:;s new books
The south side of the bookstore contained a glass-cased international cast.
were atlded to the stacks of the
CinemaScope keeps rolling
calendar that posted weekly social events. The question is along at the Cla-Zel during the University Library during September and October, according to
"Do we need a central location to post such data?"
next week. Opening Thursday is
latest book list published by
The waits were just freshly painted in the Administration "Desiree." This romatic tale of the
the Library.
Bldg*., and these bulletin boards had to be taken down, but Napoleon's first love stars Marlon
Brando, Jean
Simmons,
Merle
The list, which contains the
were never put up again. Do the bulletin boards detract from Oberon and Michael Kennic.
names nnd authors of all new
the interior of the Administration Bldg.?
books received by the Library, is
A grown-up Peggy Ann Garner
The candy machine now serves as a bulletin board as stu- comes to town Sunday in "Black divided alphabetically into tho
academic departments
dents have posted small notices all over it. At present the only Widow", a CinemaScoped murder- various
which have ordered books.
The
mystery. Featuring George Raft
way to find out about many of the social events is through this as a New York detective, this is general section, whi.-h names those
hooks that cannot be classified in
newspaper.
the story of a young writer who
department, had a
Do we need a more permanent place for short notices, comes to the big city and becomes alistparticular
of 188 books. Various instimurder victim through her inseems to be the question. Or could there be a possibility that nvolvement
tutions
and
associations
gave 64
with married men whom
as gifU.
theae bulletin boards were overlooked, after the freshly- she uses to further her cureer.
painted walls dried.
The big, spectacular tenth an-

Martin Luther, Napoleon Offer
Week End Movie Diversion

Official
Announcements
Be sure lo get your tickets for
Thanksgiving rldei by bus and train
at ihe Alpha Phi Omega ticket dock
In tho Well. Tickets will be on sale
today from 1 lo < p.m. and Wednesday from 9 to 12 a. m. Train tickets
are available to Buffalo, Chicago, and
New York City. Bus tickets for Cleveland will be sold.

• • •
Women's Recreation Association Key
picture* will be taken Doc. 8 following WRA Initiation ceremonies.

Reddy Kilowatt Invades
New Dorms Next Week
Most phases of construction on
the new women's dormitory are
ahead of schedule, stated Charles
Kamphausen, architect's representative.
Tho fourth floor, interior walls,
and the roof will be finished by
Doc. 10.
Workmen will make
their cut-in to the University's
electrical system over the Thanksgiving week end.
Hoth dormitories arc expected
to be ready for occupation by
June 15, 1965.

niversary edition of "Holiday on
Ice" arrives Nov. 27 for a nineday visit at the Toledo Sports
Arena. This year's show has somo
of the finest acts ever seen on ice
and features, among lavish setings, such production's as "The
Merry Widow" and "Storybook
Village."

BE IN

Lines At Deadline

Pollsters Find Students Dislike
Pop-Quizzes, True-False Tests
Two colleges recently reported to the Associated Collegiate Press the results of polls taken on their campuses in
regard to those "sneaky true-false and pop-quizzes."
At Central Slale College In Now
York. 300 lucky students wore asked
to vole* opinions on thin pet sub
iocl and tho result was a characterisation that true false tests are
"sometimes presented In a tricky
manner.'' Of tho 300 polled. 218 considered the true-false tests "inadequate to measure the knowledge of
a subject," while 69 disagreed.
Asked if pop quizzes should be
Kiven, only 69 were in favor (they
apparently study), but 272 typical collegians voiced objection.
At the University of Buffalo. 70
per cent of those polled by the
"Spectrum" thought that from three
to nine tests should be given during the semester before a final grade
U given. The other 57 per cent
thought at least four to nine (or even
more) should be given during the
semester.
Suggestions these students offered included study sheets which
would indicate material a test
would cover, and frequent teats
to enable students to become familar with the type of test presented
by professors and to give a better
understanding of what to study.
(That would make things a lot
easier wouldn't it?)
COMMUNICATIVE METHODS. A
new mode of communication has
arisen through the columns of the
exchange papers and the B G New*.
We recently remarked that a Kent
Stale columnist read our newspaper
for he had mentioned material we
printed about the celebrated secret
six—SICSIC. He recently answered
via his column. "Not* to the B-G
News ... I DO read your paper
and I'm glad to see that you read
ours."
Imagine the Delta Zetas' surprise last week when their Campus
Chest Drive representative announced that a member had placed
a $nO check for the drive in her
mail box without leaving her
name. Hy checking with the bank,
tho DZs could find only that the
donor was tnll and dark-haired.
'A GREAT BIG DORM!' Speaking
of the Chest Drive. Williams Hall
coeds were subject to a different
son of campaign Wednesday, according lo Lola LaMode. All that day.
she complains, contributions were
called for by a record which boomed
through the halls, the first line of
which is "there's a great big dorm
called Williams."
A student applying for a deferment from the army so that he .
would be allowed to stay in school,
signed his letter to the draft
board "eventually yours."
PRUDE? According to the INS wire.
Rose La Rose (and If you don't know

who she is ask any of th* upper
classmen) has been clled by a Cincinnati citizen as presenting an "immoral" performance.
Rose apparently took off more than
the man had expected, and so he
went directly to city hall following
the program to sign a warrant What
we can't figure out 1* why he waited
until the show was over.
Commented Rose. "I'm sorry he
didn't like IL Why. my act is decent
Ask anyone."
The University of Cincinnati's
highest honor, the doctor of laws
degree, was conferred Nov. 15
upon Robert Frost, distinguished
American poet, as he arrived to
fulfill a campus lecture engagement.
THAT'S SPOUT? Condemning college students for raising riots seems
to be typical of the older generation,
so all of the older generation "now
hear this":
The police picked up 10 of the
rioters who had staged an impromptu bonfire victory rally in
the main square of San Fransisco
*fUr the UCLA-California football game. The school's supporters tossed No Parking signs, newspaper racks, and park benches into
the bonfire.
Only one of the
rioters was an L.A. student, however, the others ranged in age
from 25 to 59 and in occupation
from business executive to waiter.
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Add the
Personal Touch
to your next

Directed by Wolfgang Stresemann, piano soloist Mary Van
Doren and the Toledo Orchestra
will p.-esent a concert at the Peristyle of the Toledo Museum of
Art on Wednesday, Dec. 1.

Party
Reception

The American Savoyards, famed
light-opera troupe, opens a three
week stay at TU's Doermann
Theater on Nov. 21.

Tea

• • •
WRA duos must be paid this
Barbara DeGrotf. treasurer of
or Dorothy Luedtke, Instructor in
and Physical Education, will
thorn.

week.
WRA.
Health
collect

CLOSING

• * •

Swan Club tryouts will bo hold
Doc. 6 and I In tho Natatorium.
e
•
e
Tho University Library will close
for tho Thanksgiving recess at 5 p. m.
Wednesday, Nov. 24 and will open at
8 a. m. Monday. NOT. 29.
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1 SHOP

i

For The Season
Sunday, November 28th
"Thanks a million for your
loyal and valued patronage
See you next Spring."

DAIRY QUEEN STORE
1 Block West of Campus
OnWoosterSt.

- Our Sti *N u
finiihing proem
makes clothes look
and feel like o«w . . .
at no extra cost! Discorcr
lor yourtclf the joy of having
yew clothes — woolens, cotton*,
silks, linens or synthetics — dry cleaned
tod Infshed with StaoNu. the miracle
process test restores vital textile oil*
removed during dry cleaning. Call us now
snd let «i five your dresses and all your
clothea that like new look and lovtliivs*.
SI I US TOOAYI

fHONl OB DROP IN

139 East Wooster
Next to Lyric Theater
Drive In
345 N. Maple
segalls
Across from Gate Theater

$1.25 per wo
Printed in silver or 23 L.
gold foil, anil a variety
of brilliant colors.

Imprinting may include
a line up to 3 inches
long, including Greek
letters, or a selection of
modern types.

Republican Press
134 E. Wooster
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Small Colleges In
Falcons Meet Hillsdale StSSHT
'7" ' * ? ^"7°
Punting This Year
In Opener December I —-«■*Bolster ,955 Sw,mm,n9 Team
Bowling Green begins their long and rugged basketball
season, Wednesday evening, Dec. 1, against usually lightlyregarded Hillsdale College from Southern Michigan.
The Falcon fast break is expected to be too much for
Hillsdale to cope with. Last year's team, who could run with
the best, still has one of their speedsters in Bill Rogers. However, they have lost one of the
country's greatest scorers, two
very fine rebounders, ami a highscoring guard.
Falcou HOYS Potential
Coach
Harold
Anderson's
chances have much potential and
if developed, could find the Falcons in a very comfortable position. If Max Chapman's rebounding improves, he could become a
Tom Gola of the future. Jim Tucker, fine sophomore guard, has
speed and also a very fine onehanded push shot. Jack Hecker
and Jim Reid are very good from
the outside and should be leaders
in the rebounding department.
Veterans Dick Johoske, and

Don Lee, both big men, will be
a credit to the team up front.
Newcomers Al Benning and Tom
Dakich will help Rogers and Tucker at the guards, while Lanny
Miles and big- Luther Cain, up
from lust year's frosh should see
plenty of action.
Frosh Laden
Hillsdale, suffering a losing
season last year, will be trying to
get off on the right foot by stopping the Bowling Green antics.
They still remember the 1*2-48
shellacking by the Falcons two
years ago. Usually frosh-laden,
their stars are generally unheard
of; so look for anything to happen
Dec. 1.

PRESSBOX PORTRAITS

BT DICK BUDD

Just how important a part does team spirit play in determining the success of a season? By this we mean in the
actual win and loss column. The belief here is that it is one
of the major factors. Spirit played a decisive role in Ohio
State's victory over Michigan Saturday.
This idea of team attitude is going to have a lot to do
with how the Falcon basketballers fare in their coming cage
season. This is by no means an attempt at rationalization in
defense of the Falcons.
This year's team has lost four of its starters and doesn't
have a great amount of depth. Coach Harold Anderson has
highly praised the internal spirit and attitude of this year's
sQuad, and many coaches will testify that they would rather
play a tough team rather than one that is fired-up. Whatever
the Falcons lack in skill is going to be more than compensated
for in their intense will to win.
ON CAMPUS THE other day this statement was heard.
"What's happened to Bowling Green's drawing power for basketball players," Insinuating that the Falcons lust haven't got it as
far as basketball is concerned. This statement to say the least
was quite disturbing.
First, Bowling Green does not subsidize players, and
consequently can't offer an outstanding high school man a
"sleigh ride" through college. No one will deny that the personal contact approach is used in trying to induce ballplayers
to come to Bowling Green, but we can't out and out pay them
to play.
Secondly, a team which has received six invitations to
post-season tournaments in the last 10 years isn't as poor
as many people would like to make it seem.
Third, any of the nations top cage squads have a natural
lull period in which they are entirely devoted to rebuilding.
Seton Hall is an example of just such a situation. For the
past two years the Parrots have hardly had a mention on the
national basketball scene, and for the same reason that Bowling Green won't burn any holes in the record books this year,
rebuilding.
THIS SEASON. Seton Hall will become one of the nations
basketball powers, and will probably continue to be such for
three or four years before they repeat the very natural cycle.
Who will comprise the starting team in the opening
game is nearly as much of a mystery to Harold Anderson as
it is to basketball fans. We would like to put our two cents
in. The consensus of our frustrated sports writers is: Bill
Rogers, Jack Hecker, Max Chapman, Jim Tucker, and Larry
Miles, with Al Benning and Jim Reid polling a close number
of votes.
The basketball rule book has had a face-lifting since
the 1953-54 campaign. According to the new rules a race
horse game of basketball is inevitable. The quarter system has
been abandoned in favor of two twenty minute halves with
the timeouts, five each half, still remaining the same. This
actually cuts two time-outs from the complete game, the
quarters.
Also in accordance with the new rules, a player is awarded two free throws regardless of the nature of the foul committed. This change has made the charity toss part of the
game one of the most important. Now, more than ever before, the outcome of a ball game could be decided from the
foul line.
POST-MORTEM—FOOTBALL John Ladd netted 266 yard*
for 81 carries to lead the rushing for the gridders this season
with a 3.3 yard average. Jack Giroux was a close follower picking up 217 yards on 75 tries for three yards per haul.
Jack Hecker snagged 12 passes for 274 yards and three
touchdowns. Hecker's three touchdowns plus his five extra
points gave him the scoring title for the year with 23 points.
Jim Bryan came in second with 22 points.
This column doesn't wish to assume that the ROTC is
disinterested in resuming their basketball rivalry, but our
suggestions seem to have been to no avail. We would be more
than willing to help with the organization of the game, but
not without cooperation. We feel the students would rather
watch a ball game in which their fellow students were taking part instead of the City Loan.

Bill Bradshaw, Bowling Green's
triple-threat quarterback, is presently the nation's small college
punt leader. Final NCAA statistics
have not been released yet, but
his 43.9 yards per try average
rank near the top of the country's college punters.
This year Bradshaw punted 28
times for a total of 1228 yards.
He got off his longest punt, a 69
yard kick, in the Wayncsburg
game.
AniajM 42.3 Yards
Bradshaw's three year punting
record stands at 126 kicks for a
total of 6,311, an average of 42.2
yards per try. In his whole career
he has had only three punts blocked. The two longest punts of his
career were a 74-yard kick against
Youngslown in 1952, and a 73vard punt against Ohio University
in 1963.
Although he was forced to sit
out two games with a knee injury,
Bradshaw led the Falcons in five
of eight departments. He was first
in punt returns, kickoff returns,
passing and pass interceptions.
Halfback John Ladd was the leading ground gainer, and end Jack
Hecker topped the pass catching
department.
Paiiei For Five TDi
Bradshaw completed 21 passes
of 53 attempts for 414 yards and
five touchdowns. Jim Bryan was
second with 15 completions in 45
attempts and a pair of touchdowns.
Bradshaw's two pass interceptions lead five other Falcons who
had one each. On kickoff returns, he carried six punts for
111 yards, just one yard better
than Jim Bryan who also returned six kicks, for a total of 110
yards. Bradshaw returned ten
punts, five more than Bryan to
lead in that department.

MAC STANDINGS

Coach Sam Cooper has 38 can- and can be used almost anywhorc.
didates working out in preparation If ho returns to his previous form
for the first swimming meet Jan. he will be invaluable.
8. Among these are seven letterBolstering the squad tremenmen.
dously are seven members of last
Mr. Cooper has said, "Things year's strong freshman team.
look very good for this season. I Theso are Jim O'Connor, Jim
am especially pleased with the Repp, Dick Rose, Al DallaTorre,
spirit and morale." The team is Tom Glennon. and Bob lies.
pointing for a conference chamThe first competition for the
pionship and the possibilities are squad will be an intrasquad meet
good, according to Cooper.
on Dec. 14. The season opens with
The only real weakness appears the Mid-American Relays at Oxto be in the breast-stroke and this ford Jan. 8. Other scheduled
meets are:
problem may be solved by the
time the season opens. Other
Jan. 12—Michigan
State
ui
than that the team should be very
East Lansing.
well balanced.
Jan. 19—Kcnyon College at
An early season meet with
Gambier.
Michigan State will probably indiJan. 22—Fenn College at B.G.
cate how strong the Falcons are.
Jan. 29—Cincinnati at B.G.
"In this meet we will be meeting
Feb. 4—Loyola of Chicago
the best," stated Cooper.
at Hi;.
Co-Captains elected recently
Feb. 8—Albion
College
at
are Fred Gcrbing, senior, and Dave
B.O.
Hamilton, junior. Other returnFeb. 12—Ohio University at
ing lettermen arc Paul Atkinson,
B.O.
Ralph Carboncro, Paul Urcssol,
Feb. 15—Oberlin College at
Jim Elliott, and Don Kepler.
Oberlin.
Feb. 17—Wayne at Detroit
Kepler, who according to CoopFeb.
19—Kent State at Kent.
er Is "one of the best swimmers
in KG history" has been in servico
Feb. 26—Miami at B.O.
for two years. He holds the school March 5—Ball State at B.G.
record for the 100-yard free style March 10-12—Mid-American Conat 62.2 but is extremely versatile
ference at Kent.
Mach 24-26—NCAA at Oxford.

|

Final MAC standings show the
Falcons winless in the Conference
for the second straight year. In
the
final individual statistics,
Bowling Green's Bill Bradshaw
tops the punting department.
FINAL STANDINGS
Miami
Ksnt Stats
Ohio U.
Tolsdo
W. Michigan
W. R.i....
Marshall
Bowling Grssn

w

L

Pel.

4
4
S
3
3
2
2
0

0
1
2
2
4
3
5
1

1.000
.100
.714
.600
.429
.400
.286
.000

ALL GAMES
W
L
1
1
7
1
e
3
6
2
4
4
4
1
4
S
2
7

tsnt Slats
Miami
Ohio V.
Tol.do
W. R.Mrr.
W. Michigan
Marshall
Bowling Grssn

T
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Pet
.661
.675
.166
.722
.500
.444
.444
.222

Weekly Sports Night
Scheduled By WRA
Because of requests from the
Women's Recreation Association
members, it was decided that tho
physical
education
department
should sponsor a WRA night every
Tuesday from 7:30 to 9 p.m. All
tho department's facilities will bo
open to members beginning Dec.
7.
Officers of WRA and all dormitory and house representatives
enacted this ruling at the last
meeting. Provided that there will
bo faculty members present, tho
girls will be able to participate in
any available sport.

Are Your Knit
Clothes in need
of Repair?
We alter and
repair Knitwear
and custom Knit
your desires.
FREE ESTIMATES AT

Trie n^aan Skop
220 Pike

Save Yourself 64c With This Coupon
Clip and bring in with any 2 Sweaters and get them
beautifully Cleaned and Blocked for only 66c
Coupon must accompany order . . . Good until Jan. 1, 1955

LONG'S CLEANERS
228 North Main

(near Post Office)

Phone 38212

»—————OOHWHi ■

KIGER'S DRUG STORE

SHORT ON PRICE
BG Tee Shirts

$1.98
$1.25

Terry Cloth
Combed Cotton
The pull-over tee shirts have
Bowling Green written in a
circle across the front of the
shirts. They come in white
In sizes: small, medium, or
large.

(Student Suppliers For Over 20 Years)
KIGER'S DRUG STORE

108 S. Main

WRA Sponsors
Basketball Teams
Women's intramural basketball
teams began practice Nov. 29,
which will last until Dec. 13 when
the tournaments begin in the
Women's Bids;.
Deadline for signing up with
your house or dormitory representative is Dec. 8 at 4 p. m. Each
housing unit must have a minimum of nine players and preferably more, according to Dorothy
Luedtke, instructor in health and
physical education.
Any housing unit which does
not have the required minimum
for a team should contact Miss
Luedtke. She will mnke it possible for you to combine with another group who wishes to play
and does not have tho membership requirement.

Splashers Schedule
Four Swim Meets
Splashers, the University women's swimming tenm, has scheduled four meets during tho midwinter season:
Dec. 11—Miami at Oxford, 0.
Jan. 8—Western Ontario at
Oil
Jan. 15—Michigan
State
at
BG
Feb. 19—Michigan
State
at
East Lansing, Mich.
Tho team has Feb. 6 open for
another meet, but has not yet
made definito plans.

On Campus

with
MaxQhuJman

(Author o/ "Bart/ool Boy With Chltk," tie.)

DECEMBER AND MAY: ACT II
Synopsis of Act I: A middlc-ngcd English Professor nnmed Phipps
has fallen desperately in love with a rosy-kneed coed named McFetridge. Phipps doesn't know how to go about courting Miss
McFctridgc, for, after all, he is a professor in the autumn of his
life, and she is a coed with rosy knees. Professor Twonkcy, who
shares an office with Phipps, proposes the following plan: Phipps
will ask Miss McFetridge to come to his office for a conference fate
in the afternoon. He will be urbane and charming and make frightfully witty remarks about English lit, and Miss McFetridge will
laugh and laugh. After an hour of this high-type hilarity, Phipps
will look at his watch, exclaim at the lateness of the hour, and insist
on driving Miss McFetridge home. On the way home, he will pass a
theatre that shows French movies. They'll see the movie, then hnvo
an exquisite French dinner, and Miss McFetridge will be so enchanted
that she cannot but yield to his suit.
So at the beginning of Act II, we find Phipps in his office awaiting
the arrival of the poor young innocent. His hair is brushed; his
nails arc clean; he has new leather patches on his elbows. There is
a knock on the door. He opens it and admits a gorgeous creature with
blue eyes and pink kneecaps.
PHIPPS: Ah, Miss McFetridge. Come in, my denr. Won't you sit
down? Cigarette?
Miss McF: Ooh, Philip Morris! I think they're marvy, don't you?
PHIPPS: I do indeed.
Miss McF: Hey, prof, would you mind opening a fresh pack?
PHIPPS: But I just opened this one a little while ago. It's perfectly
fresh.
Miss McF: I know, prof, but I like to hear the snap when the
pack opens.
PHIPPS: Very well, my denr.
(He open* a fresh snap-open pack of I'Ulip Morris. Mill
McFetridge ctapt her hands delightedly when the heart the
tnap.)
Miss MCF: Hey, that fractures me! Man, I flip when I hear that
crazy snap! Do another one.
PHIPPS: All right
(He inapt open another pack of I'hilip Morrit)
Miss McF: (Ecstatically) Isn't that the living, breathing end? Do
two at once.
PHIPPS : Well, if you insist...
(He doet two at once)
MIS8MCF: More! More!
PHIPPS: I'm afraid that's all I have.
Miss McF: Oh . . . Well, what's up, prof? What did you want to
see me about?
PHIPPS: Oh, nothing in particular. Just wnnted to have a little
chat, find out how you're enjoying the Shakespeare lectures.
Miss McF: I don't know, prof. By me Shakespeare is strictly a
square.
PHIPPS: Indeed? Well, I must say I find your attitude refreshing.
One is so inclined toward slavish admiration when it comes to the
Bard. People forget that in mnny quarters Shakespeare is regarded
quite critically. Take, for example, the opinion of Shaw.
Miss McF: Artie?
PHIPPS: George Bernard...You know, of course, his famous words.
Miss MCF: I sure don't, dad.
PHIPPS: Shaw said he would like to dig up Shakespeare and throw
■tones at him.
Miss MCF: Did he dig him?
PHIPPS: No, I don't believe so.
MISS MCF: I don't dig him either.
PHIPPS: (Looking at watch) Good heavens, I had no idea it was
so late. Come, my dear, I'll drive you home.
MISS MCF: NO, thanks. I always walk home. It's good for the
circulation in your legs. I got the best circulation in my legs of the
whole sophomore class. Ever notice how rosy my knees are?
PHIPPS: As a matter of fact, yes ... Look, you sure you don't want
a ride home? There's an excellent French movie on the way.
MISS MCF: Not me, dad. I hate French pictures. The sub-titles
always disappear before I can read 'cm. But if you want to go to the
movies, there's a new Tony Curtis picture downtown-a real gutbuster. Tony plays this beggar, see, but he's really a prince only he
doesn t know it on account of his sneaky uncle who switched babies
when Tony got born. Then Tony finds this magic lamp, sec, and he
gets into the palace where he meets this crazy girl, only she's
1 fight.
i the
tiree or
PHIPPS: AS a matter of fact, I just remembered a previous engagement Sorry.
MISS MCF: That's all right. Thanks for the Philip Morris. 'Bye.

(Exit Mitt McFetridge. For a moment Phipps titt in ttunned
stlence, mopping hit brow. Then a smile appears on his face.
' * 2r?.ppr' man "Bain-out of love. Contentedly he lights
up a Philip Morrit.)
CM.i Bbulaua. ISM

fAti column is brought to you by the makers of PHILIP MORRIS
who think you would enjoy their cigarette.

YMCA-YWCA Will

Greek Roundup

"Hey, Mr. Bones

Mistletoe Mist Is
Theme Of Dance
Sponsored By AWS

Lafferty Reigns At Formal; |££*""^
Greeks Hold Many Dinners
Phi Kappa Tau held its fifth held a coffee hour in her honor
annual "Dream Girl Formal" Sat- Thursday, Nov. 11.
urday night in the Howling Green
Kappa Sigma gave a "BackArmory. Florence Lafferty was wards Party" for Gamma Phi Frichosen 1954 Dream Girl.
day night. Men's Independent SoThe eight candidates for Dream ciety entertained Alpha Gamma
Girl were honored at a banquet Delta at a "Gambling Casino"
at the Phi Tau house last Monday party Friday, while Pi Kappa
evening. The girls present were Alpha gave a "Country Style"
MiBs Lafferty, Eleanor DuPes, party for DZ. Phi Mu and Sigma
Patricia Ransom, Dolores Osborn, Nu held an exchange party Friday.
Saturday Night Partial
Nancy Looman, Sue Perkins, BarSaturduy night Sigma Nu gave
bara Yenny, and Norma Scroggy.
Last night Phi Kappa Psi held a "Wicrd One" party at the house
its annual Thanksgiving banquet for members and their dates.
Kappa Sigs fed their dates pizza
in honor of its head-resident,
Mrs.
Mulissa
Dewan.
Aschcl at a party at the house Saturday
Bryan, alumni adviser, also attend- night.
ed the banquet.
AChiO gave a surprise birthday
party for its head resident, Mrs.
Annual ThanksalTtng Dinn»r
Smith,
recently.
The
Alpha Phi held thior annual John
Thanksgiving dinner for actives theme was "Shipwrecked" and
and guests yesterday. Dr. Decker each one of the members gave
and his family were dinner guests her a surprise present.
of Phi Mu Thursday evening.
Phi Psi held election of officers
Dinner guests of Delta Zcta at last Tuesday. Gene A. Mittler,
its Thanksgiving
Dinner last from Elyrla, was elected viceThursday were Dr. and Mrs. Ralph president, and John R. Nicholson,
Roselle Park, New Jersey, was
McDonald, Miss Natalie Gould,
elected sergeant-at-arms. Other
Miss Catherine Ellis, and Beryl
Parrish.
Herbert Goertz and officers are Robert Connelly,
George Thcodosis were dinner president; Raymond Ncwyear, reguests of the DZs Wednesday cording secretary; Edward Cebula,
corresponding secretary; Floyd
night.
Benjamin, treasurer; and Willis
Advisers Ar* Gusits
Woodruff, historian.
Sigma Nu ulso held its Thanksgiving dinner Thursday, with their
Phi Kappa Tau serenaded Aladvisers as special guests. Mr.
pha Xi Delta in a formal atmosand Mrs. F. Eugene Bcatty, Mr.
phere, in honor of Florence Lafand Mrs. Robert E. McKay, Mr.
ferty, pinned to Lowell Ragcr.
and Mrs. Glenn I. Vun Wormer, The Alpha Xi's wore formals, and
Dr. Charles A. Barrell, and Murk the Phi Taus were in tuxedos.
Kncrr utlended.
Entertains Faculty
I'hi Mu initiated its pledge,
Alpha Delta Pi entertained
Sheila Potter, early Saturday
members of the faculty, Wednesmorning.
day night, at their annual faculty
Alpha Phi surprised their dessert party. They presented a
skit entitled "Typical Students
houscboy, Bob Cochranc, with a
Found in the Classroom."
"Sweetheart Serenade" Saturday
morning, uud presented him with
The ADPi's gave a "Carnival
a bouquet of flowers. After tho
Capers" party for the Sigma Chi's
serenade, the Alpha Phi's break- last week end. The carnival was
fast guests were the men of Alpha complete with a midway, pink
Tau Omega.
lemonade stand, and an old-fashExchange Dinners
ioned taffy pull.
Fraternity - sorority exchange
Phi Mu and Chi Omega had an
dinners held last week included after-hours party Thursday evenexchanges between Deltu Gamma
ing. Kappa Deltas gave a surprise
and Sigma Nu, Phi Kappa Psi
breakfast for Sigma Alpha Epand Chi Omega, Phi Kappa Tau silon at the SAE house.
and Gamma Phi Beta, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Phi Mu, Theta Chi
and I'hi Mu, Alpha Chi Omega
and I'hi Delta Theta, Alpha Phi
and Delta Upsilon.
Mrs. Winifried Bloom, national
collegiate vice-president of Phi
Initiation of five men into
Mu Sorority, visited the local
Delta Sigma for recognition of
chapter, Delta Kappa, Nov. 11 and
12. Local actives and alumnae their work and scholarship in the
field of journalism took place
Nov. 11 and 18, announced StanChemical Journal Club
ley C. Richmond, president.
Donald
H.
Blake,
Richard
To Hear Physics Prof
Bryan, Robert Lauer, John New"Sound and Its Reproduction"
will be discussed by Dr. Willard man, and Nicholas J. Poulos are
E. Singer, professor of physics, tho new members of the recogniat the Chemical Journal Club zation society for men in journalmeeting 7 p. m. Wednesday, Dec.
ism. The new members are all of
1, in 204 Mosclcy Hull.
second semester sophomore rank
Gale E. Smith, club president,
or higher.
M a! .'.I that those interested in high
To be eligible for membership
fidelity and its possibilities in the
record-playing field would profit students must havo a minimum
from the talk.
of 2.7 in journalism courses and
Smith spoke on the "Applica- have an accumulative average
tion of High Vacuum" at the above last semester's all men's
Chemical Journal Club meeting average.
Nov. 17. He stressed the imporSaturday, Nov. 20, Delta Sigma
tance of high vacuum in the sci- worked on one of its yearly proentific world of today. Smith jects, that of salvaging copper
pointed out how instrumental high from old engraving plates used
vacuum is in the making of light by the Key and B-G News. This
bulbs, food concentrates, and copper salvago project has been
blood plasma.
carried on by the organization as
Carolyn S. Kissel, sophomore,
a fund-raising method for the
then related the advantages and past three years.
opportunities
connected
with
teaching chemistry.

Delta Sigma Admits
5 Men As Members

Plan Now for
Executive Career
in RETAILING
Unique oue-ycsr court* leads
Toil lo M.i-l' r'" degree. Imliviilu.ili/ril traimiig for those
I'm i ii.i GHADCATRS who
desire top-psying position*,
have average or (letter academic record*, broad educational background*. Training
in nationally known retail organisations with pay (coven
tuition, hooka, fees). Scholarships. Cord. Graduates placed.
Next class begins Sept. 6.19S5.
Applications accepted now. Write
for Bulletin C

SCHOOL OF
RETAILING
UNIVERSITY OF
PITTSBURGH
puafewik i), P..

Every four years, the Young
Men's Christian Association and
the Young Women's Christian Association holds a national assembly
to discuss issues of current interest.
This year, the assembly will be
held at Lawrence, Kansas, from
Dec. 27, 1954, through Jan. 2,
1965. The general theme will
be "Where Are You?" as viewed
from the perspective of the Bible.
Students will be divided into
"buzz" sessions to discuss "You,
The Nation and The World," "You
In The University," "Faith, Sex,
and Love," and "Your Freedom
Is In Trouble."
Registration fee is $12.50 until Nov. .10, and $15 thereafter.
Interested persons may contact
the United Christian Fellowship
building on campus for further
information. UCF has net aside
$200 to help pay expenses.

Photo by Ed Ballhaiu
Pictured above la an act from Delta Gamma sorority's minstrel show last
Saturday night In the Women's Bldq. The show was presented during the
Intermission of the DG's annual Showboat Dance.

Classical Recordings
Presented To WBGU

University Theatre Presents
'A Streetcar Named Desire'
"A Streetcar Named Desire,"
Tennessee William's Pulitzer Prize
winning play, will he presented
here by the University Theatre
on Dec. 9-11 under the direction
of Robert D. Richey, assistant
professor of speech.
Presented On Broadway
"Streetcar" was first presented
on Broadway in Dec. 1947 and received immediate acclaim from
audiences and critics Blike. It was
named the 1940-47 New York
Drama Critics' Circle Award play
and also received tne Pulitzer
Prize in 1948. Later, Hollywood
purchased motion picture rights.
"Streetcar" is a sensitive, realistic story set in the South, Williams' native home. He, having
an insight into the Southern way
of life, was able to write a heartwarming story of those people,
filled with understanding for the
conditions which prevailed.
First Success
Williams' first Broadway success came with the presentation of
"The Glass Menagerie" in 1946
which also won the Drama Critics'
Circle Award. It received the
fourth annual award of the Catholic monthly, "Sign" and the Sidney Howard Memorial Award.
Previous to this, numerous of his
one-act plays had been presented
by little theater groups throughout the country. Williams has also created some notice as a poet,
and in 1945 his poems were published in a volume entitled "Five
Young American Poets."
Williams attended the Univer-

A library of twentieth century
classical music has been presented
to WBGU, the University radio
station, by the Pittsburgh International Festival of Contemporary
Music.
The recordings, which will be
heard every Monday evening at
7 p. m. on WBGU, contain compositions recognized by international authorities, as the most
significant music of the twentieth century.
Some of the composers included in the library are Stravinsky,
Shostakovich, Barbok, Copcland
and Hanson.

sity of Missouri, the University of
Iowa, and the University of Washington. He was awarded two
Rockefeller Fellowships and a
$1,000 grant from the Institute
of Arts and Letters.

Integrate, Remediate
Topic Of Detroit Confab
Dr. Martha M. (iesling, director
of the education clinic will act
as co-chairman of the eighth annual meeting of the National Association for Remedial Teachers,
to be held at Wayne University in
Detroit, Nov. 26 and 27.
Theme of the two-day session
will he "Integrating Diagnosis
with
Remediation."
Education
specialists and counselors from
colleges and schools all over the
nation will take part in the program. All phases of remedial
teaching will be covered in panel
discussions, meetings and addresses.
Attending the conference also
will be Dr. Kathryn L. Ilnnsen
and Eugene 1). Schmeidl of the
education department.

Several flutists and clarinetists
tiro still needed for the University Concert Band, stated Roy J.
Weger, director of the band.
Rehearsals began Nov. 17 and
will be held every Monday and
Wednesday from 3 p. m. to 4:30
p. m. and on Tuesdays from 4
p. m. to 5 p. m.
The first appearance of the
Concert Band this season will be
made in Toledo Dec. 10.

Kill Ml.K: One black. ■ I » 11 ebreaoted tuirdo: walal. so. Irasth, so;
anil ea«l ■lap, S«. S1S.00. Call Ml», 8Wro
K latter.
I'lit Ml: Cryalai bloe or ague roal
button at tho north oatranee of the t'.A.
UlilS. Call at Tho 11-0 Nowa office, SIS
Ad. Iililn
WA1TKHH WANTED (MKN)l For
part time work, banquet*, etc.. In tho
Common*. Apply at the office between
ft mill 1 p.m., Monday throash Thur*iluy. Ksperleaoe not required. Heo 1 I*
Ctprm or Body Verderber, student aupervlaor.
MIST: Ac card, meal ticket, and other
Important papera In dark sreen. Initialed billfold ln-rrt. l-.ft In Neat laat Friday. Barbara Jo Heaa. phone TUS, Hhaleel.

FREE
Pick-up and Delivery Service for Students.

Visit the
SHIRT FINISHING
DRY CLEANING

HOUSE OF FLOWERS
Distinctive Floral Creations and
Gifts

PRE-LAW MEETS DEC. 1

Classifieds

ART GUILD ELECTS FOLEY
Art Guild elected officers at
its meeting Wednesday, Nov. 17,
in the Fine Arts auditorium. The
new office-holders are:
Richard R. Foley, president;
Pam Jcnke, vice-president; Janice
R. Wagner, secretary; and Dick
Palmer, treasurer.

Band Needs Players

Pioneer Laundry

331 N. MAIN STREET
John Maton, special agent of
the Toledo office of the Federal
Bureau of
Investigation, will
speak at the Pre-Law Club meeting, Wednesday, Dec. 1, at 7:30
p.m. The meeting is open to all
interested persons.
Members of Pre-Law Club and
a limited number of non-members
will travel to the Ohio State Law
School on Thursday, Dec. 2.

"Mistletoe Mist," the annual
Christmas formal sponsored by
the Association of Women Students at Bowling Green State University, will be held in the Women's Gym from 9 p. m. until 1
a.m. Saturday, Dec. 11.
The theme of decorations provides for the north part of the
gym to give an outdoor effect,
and the south section of the gym
to portray Santa's workshop. Each
sorority and women's dormitory
on campus is to contribute two
toys for the workshop. Also, the
off-campus groups will contribute
their quota.
These toys will
later be given to childrens' homes
or hospitals.
Each sorority is
planning to take charge of a certain phase of the decorating.
Suzanne Claflin, Chi Omega,
and Jane Metzger, Alpha Chi
Omega, head the Invitation committee for the dance.
"Women students should remember that this is another affair where they do the asking, and
in addition, all women students
are granted 2 a. m. late permits,"
announced Linda Sue Johnson,
Gamma Phi Beta, who is general
chairman for the dance.
It was also announced that auditions for the band are now underway.
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BesuQe;
to get three full glasses of University Dairy
Milk every day. It is richer and it tastes
better.

Milk is the most nutritious food of all!
Call 5386

University Dairy
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